WG2 Training School on Interactions in Complex Disease Analysis.

The world of interactions around us

co-organized by Antwerp University (Joost Weyler and Kristel Sleegers) and co-sponsored by the Belgian Society of Statistics

Antwerp, Belgium – 27th-29th April 2016

One of the aims of this training is to introduce to course participants the different faces of interactions, depending on the study field. Both the theory and application of methods to identify medically relevant interactions will be covered. Topics that will be addressed by confirmed speakers include statistical versus biological interactions, gene-environment interactions, causality, dynamical interaction systems, symbiotic and pathogenic interactions, protein networks and components-based path modeling. We target an audience with very diverse backgrounds to foster stimulating discussions. Participants will also have the opportunity to discuss or present particular case studies.

Organizing committee: Joost Weyler, Kristel Sleegers, Kristel Van Steen, Núria Malats

For updates, please visit: http://eupancreas.com/meetings-events

The direct link to the registration site is: